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Absrract. By photon absorption from a monomode dye-laser beam a spatially ordered 
velocity distribution (,atomic beam') of sodium atOms excited to the 3p2~2·state, is 
created. It is predicted theoretically that in collisions of these atoms with atoms of a heavy 
foreign gas an alignment of the electronic orbital angular momentum is produced. This 
alignment leads to the appearance of a linear polarization in the sensitized D2-f1uorescent 
light. This polarization is verified experimentally and interpreted in terms of a simplified 
T-operator. It turns out that the scattering distribution for sensitizing collision is of the 
wide-angle type. 

I. Introduction 

It is well known and has been treated in many a 
textbook that in electron-atom collisions excitation 
is brought about and that, in particular, the excited 
state of the atom is produced in an aligned manner 
so that the angular momentum of the excited atom 
proves to be oriented at the k-vector (relative velocity) 
of the colliding pair. It ought not surprise, therefore, 
if in atom-atom collisions such an effect were likewise 
present. Experimentally this could be easily proved 
if at least one of the atoms pertains to an atomic 
beam rather than a random velocity distribution (e.g. 
gas or vapour) and if at least one of the atoms changes 
state during the collision giving rise to the appearance 
of a photon when decaying back to the initial state. 
The spatial distribution and polarization of the 
emitted photon allows then the determination of the 
alignment of the decaying state. An experiment which 
refers to this was successfully carried through by 
Kempter and Mecklenbrauck [I] who llSed a potas· 
sium atomic beam at suprathermal energies 
(I00 ... l.000eV) to excite the 4p 2P; rstate in colli
sions with thermal argon atoms. Evidently. atomic 
beams at thermal energies are not suited for similar 
experiments because of the energy threshold repre· 
sented by the crossing of the 4s and 4p energy curves 

at several 10 eV in which the transformation of the 
states occurs. 
However, thermal energies were sufficient in sensi
tizing collisions of excited atoms. Starting with sodium 
atoms in the 3 p 2~,;).state which are necessarily 
disaligned, a sizea bJe fraction of them may change to 
the 3p lp;2·state during collisions with noble gas 
atoms. The latter state during decay emits Drphotons 
which may turn out to be linearly polarized with 
respect to the k·vector. If the k·vector is spatially 
randomized which is so when both collision partners 
pertain to random velocity distributions, then the 
polarization of the photons is averaged to zero. A net 
polarization remains solely if at least one of the 
colliding partners pertains to an atomic beam or some 
other directed velocity distribution. One might think 
of an atomic beam of sodium atoms which are excited 
while traversing a gas target of noble atoms. This 
idea has to be discarded because excited state 
3 p 211 2 is so short-lived that in order to obtain sizeable 
collision rates during the life time, onc has to choose 
the density of the gas target high to the degree that 
the sodium beam were spatially randomized before 
entering the region where excitation occurs. How to 
form. then, an atomic beam of excited atoms? The 
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answer was given in a proposal by Pritchard and 
PhiUips [2]. Utilize narrow-banded excitation which 
is rendered possible by a dye laser. The laser fre
quency I' may be tuned to some point on the wing 
of the Doppler-profile of the DI-line whose centre
frequency be 1'0' Only those atoms are excited which 
move along the laser beam with such a velocity 
component 1', that 

(I) 
C 1'0 

The laser does not select the velocity components 
1'" v,. which are perpendicular to the beam. so that 
the distribution of those components remains max
wellian. But the spatial distribution of the f-vector 
when represented in the form of a polar diagram is 
no longer random. It is disc-shaped when the laser 
is tuned to the centre frequency, It approaches more 
and more the form of a cone pointed parallel or 
antiparallel along the laser beam when the laser is 
detuned to the blue or red wing of the line. The 
problem how an apparent alignment of the atomic 
velocities is transformed by collisions into an align
ment of the atomic angular momenta deserves a little 
more intense discussion before presenting the outline 
and result of a respective experiment. 

n. Creation of an Alignment in Sensitizing Collisions 

A considerable number of articles [3-6] was devoted 
to the purpose of calculating the transition probabilities 
among the entire set of Zeeman substates of sodium 
3p doublet. The aim to deduce a comprehensive 
transition operator which accounts for all of these, 
is not yet attained. It was yet shown [7J that there 
are two prevailing terms 

5'(k, k') =c,(2"(2)· C2(k - k')) 

+c l (2"m CI(kxk'j)+,,· 

where 

+ ,~_(2"x±i2",) 
V 2 . 

(2) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

and 2"m is built on the components of 2"111 according 
to Eq. (2c) 

2";21= L (1 p IlJI1l2f)..:t~lI2"jl). (2c) 
p-+q",," 

Here 2"=(2",.2",.,2",) denotes the vector operator 
of the electronic orbital angular momentum, 
Cl2I(k - k') the standard tensor of second degree 
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depending on the angular coordinates of the trans
ferred momentum vector k - k' of the colliding atoms. 
C"I(k x k') the standard tensor of first degree depend
ing on the angular coordinates of the vector k x k' 
which stands perpendicularly on the scattering plane. 
The coordinate system is arbitrarily chosen. It has 
been made evident, mostly by the study of polarization 
transfer between the 3pz;::·z and the 3p2P' 2 state [8], 
that the first term in Eq, (2) is by far the leading one: 
C2 ~ Cl' We therefore neglect all terms beside the first 
one in Eq. (2) in the following discussion. 
If we choose for the moment the vector k - k' as the 
z-axis of our system then the T-operator (first term 
only) assumes the form 

(3) 

Consider that the laser beam populates the sublevels 
mj=+1/2 and mj ",-1/2 of 3p2;::·2 through pure 
a-excitation, incoherently at equal rates, From these 
levels through the T-operator Eq, (2) only the levels 
Inj =±1/2 of the final state 3p'P32 are reached, 
Levels Inj = ± 3/2 are left empty. Such a population 
in the state 3 p 2/12 gives rise to a strong alignment: AI. 
One easily verifies 

(4) 

Here JJ') consists of the components of the angular 
momentum operator J as indicated by Eq. (2c). j is 
the quantum number pertinent to J. N; is a normalizing 
factor defined by 

(4a) 

We are interested in an alignment referred 10 Ihe 
k-axis rather than the k-k'-axis, Consequently, we 
have to project the alignment Eq, (4) on the k-axis. 
Let 9', 1fJ' be the scattering angles 

1fJ'= -1::(k xk',y); :r -1::(k.k'). (5) 

It then follows that 

-1::(k.k- (6) 

provided the collision process can be considered as 
elastic. This, in turn, appears to be a good assumption 
since the mean kinetic energy of the colliding partners 
at room temperature exceeds the energetic deficiency 
of the 3p 2P-levels (~2 meV) by more than an order 
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of magnitude. Thus we have 

<J~")j.3 UII: 

-D2 (_.I,,:r 
- O.q ¥'. 11 ') ().121) -1fJ 0 j~3 2 .• -.'1', (7) 

h ,11 9' .I," hi' 'I I' h' were 1fJ, 2-2' 'i' IS t e eu eTlan tnp e \lI'1IC IS swept 

out when rotating the original system with =llk - k' 
into its new position with =11k. The alignment com
ponents <J~2»'I" are to be averaged over the scatter
ing distribution da/dQ to obtain the alignment which 
can be observed experimentally. Since da/dQ does 
not depend on the azimuth 1fJ' all components (J:21) 

cancel except when q=O. Hence we have 

3,1.kl!: 

1 r j (~COS2 (~_~) _!) da (.9'). sin.9' d:f dlfJ' 
a/)o 2 2 2 2 dQ 

I 2S'S" (3 . ,.9' I)da "') . n'dn'd ' "'- -sm --- -('" ·sm" '" IfJ 
a 0 0 2 2 2 dQ 

. sin 9' d9' dlfJ'. (8) 

It therefore appears that the alignment relative to the 
k-axis is closely connected with the dipolar momentum 
of the scattering distribution. The study of the align
ment, accordingly, gives a first hint at the details of 
the scattering distribution. 
Let us consider two important examples of atomic 
scattering distributions. 

i) /sOIropic Scattering 

The scattering distribution is given as 

da a 
(9) 

Result: 

N;~ 32< JJ21);: 3,2, 'Ii'=± ~_ 3'2<J~21)j= 312, 'I" -k' = 

ii) Extreme Forward Scallering 
(9a) 

da 
a 'o(cos .9', I), (0) 

Result: 

N;d 2 2,'11, 

-!N;.3 2(JJ2)j~32 (lOa) 

It has been suggested that a realistic approach to the 
atomic scattering distribution consists in an approxi
mately equal sharing of isotropic scattering and 
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forward scattering (cf. Massey [9J). Then the sum 
of the alignments predicted in i) and ii) were to be 
expected. i.e. 

(11 ) 

In planing an experimental determination of <JI/ I
) 

we recall from the introduction that by Doppler
shifted excitation with laser light it is not possible 
to get the velocity vector v completely aligned, 
We can only achieve a non-thermal distribution 
which is axially symmetric to the laser beam. More
over, the vector v does not coincide with the vector k 
as the latter is proportional to the re/alive velocity v, 
to which the velocity vectors of both collision partners 
contribute. However, we have at our disposal to 
choose such a heavy collision partner (e.g. xenon) 
that its proper motion may be neglected against the 
one of the excited sodium atom, But even so, we are 
left with projecting the alignment which until now 
was referred to k. upon the laser beam. Let us assume 
that " were parallel to k. The vector \' and the laser 
beam for one particular atom may include the angle e, 
then 

where 
l'_ 

cose=-= 
r 

(12) 

(13) 

(l3a) 

In Eq. (J 3) I', is determined by the laser frequency 
through Eq, (1). The velocity components f" and t'" 

obey Maxwell distributions, The projecting multiplier 
in Eq. (12) has to be averaged over the distributions 
of r.T and r, 

(14) 

Here m denotes the mass of the sodium atom. Ei(,,) 
is the exponential integral function which is tabulated 
e.g, in [10]. This function for negalive argument 
assumes negati\'e values so that the first term in 
Eq. (3) is always positive. I displays the averaged 
projecting multiplier Eq. as a function of 

u=] ~m_ 
. 2k T 

(15) 
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Fig. I. The projection Eq. (14) as a function of the 
normaH:l-ed z-component "elocity Eq. (15). Broken !ine: Limit 
for large J./-values 

Note that the alignment in the line eentre takes on 
half the value it has on the far wings while thc sign 
is opposite. Henee and from Eq. (9a) we expect an 
alignment of 12.5% in the Hne eentre. lf a nucJear 
spin is present part of this alignmenl may turn into a 
nuclear aJignment through hyperfine interaction. Hence 
it escapes detection. Fortunately. for sodium J = j= 3/2 
so that thc crcated alignment is equally partitioned 
among both spin systems. The value in thc Jine eentre 
is then further reduced 10 -6.25%. Hence we eannot 
expeet spcctacular experimental eITects. 
The alignment referred to the laser-beam axis is 
detected from unequal amounts of a-quanta and 
n-quanta, J. and I" which are emitted from the 

2~2-state al right angles to the laser beam. Then 
following relation holds [11] 

1.-J.OCI132 · <JJ2»j~32.'Ii).mb..m· (16) 

The cxpeeted signal follows from the average align
ment. Fig. L by multiplying v.ith the population of 
the state 3p 2~ 2 : " 3 2' The laller quantity depends 
on the frequency \' of the exciling light like a Doppler 
curvc: fD(u)=exp( _1.1 

2 
), hence 

lJ.-I.x u2 Ei(·-u' )-!exp( u ). (17) 

This function together with fD(II) is displayed in Fig.2. 
The signal I< -I. in eomparison to the exeitation rate 
is cxpected 10 show a distinctly reduced width aside 
from its inverted form. Jf the f1uorescent line consists 
of several hyperfine components lhen any eomponent 
should exhibit the form of Fig. 2. So l11uch for the pre· 
dielions of thc theory whieh are now to be ehecked 
cxperimentally! 
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Fig.2. 'Curve a: Doppler distribution arbitrarily normalized to 0.5. 
Curve b: Predicted signal J, - J. according 10 Eq.1I7). This shape '1 •
pertains to 1} specualHne whieh shows, b)' hypothesis. 00 hyperfine 
structure 

111. Experimenla I 

A laser beam from a dye laser (Spectra Physics 
Model 580) wh ich was tuned 10 the sodium D,-linc 
i. =5,896 A. was made incident on a sodium vapour. 
The sodium \'apour was kept in a sealed·ofT pyrex eell 
at 100 °C shaped Jike a Wood's horn, together with a 
few tenths of a Torr of xenon. The f1uorescent D,-lieht 
j. =5.890 A whieh was sensitized by sodium ~e;on 
colJisions, was observed at right angles to the laser 
beam. The light at first was transmitted through a 
rotating linear analyzer and thcn was focussed on the 
entrance sJit of a 1m-Czerny-Turner spectrograph 
whieh served to resolve the D·lines. A photomultiplier 
with an ERMA pholOkathode was used for detection 
and the electric signal was then rectified sensitively '1 {)
to the phase of a signal from a photodiode whieh was 
illuminated bya referenee light beam. The latter was 
periodically interrupted by a shutter which was rigidly 
connected with the rotating linear analyzer (cf. 
Fig.3). 
The rotating analyzer had to fulfill the demand that 
the polarization plane of the transmitted light should 
not rotate but keep its orient;ltion. This demand was 
imposed by the spectrograph whieh had strongly 
polarizing properties. Otherwise the speetrograph 
would have produced a spurious alternating signal. 
Therefore the first rotating circular polarizer trans· 
formed linear polarized light of varying plane into 
cireularly polarizcd light wherells the second standing 
cireular analyzer transformcd the cireularly polarized 
light back inlO linear polarized light of rigid plane. 
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Fig, 3. Experimental arrangemenJ. LB 
polarizalton was in the drawing plan 
ceH with sodium vapour and J Torr xenon. LP Linear polarizer. 
;';4 Quaner wave plate. LE Lens. S Spectrograph. PM Photo
multiplier. LI Lock·in seI. L lamp. pe PhotocelL BS Beam spliller. 
FP Fahry-Perot interferometer. The steady magnetic field Ho 
served fOT depoJarizing the signal. 210e were suffident to reduce 
the signal to one half if the xenon pressure was chosen 0.5 Torr 

The rectilied signal was recorded by a multi-channel 
strip-chart recorder \"hieh at anolher ehannel recorded 
interfercnces produccd by an FP-interferometer and a 
photodiode. Thc interferences served as frequeney 
marks. 
Thc dye laser was operated in a single mode whose 
'pectral purity was controJled by the FP-interfero. 
meter. The laser beam scanncd a frequency range of 
4 GHz = 133 mK The seanning was attained by 
continuously changing the cavity length. Modc
jumping was prevented by automatically tuning the 
maximum of the response curve of thc intracavity 
etalon to the lasing mode of the cavity. 
To prove thc absence of any spurious polarization in 
the detecting beam at the outset of any experiment 
the sodium vapour was cxcited with D2-light and the 
sensitized D,-light was checked to be unpolarized. 
Afterwards the adiustments of the laser beam and the 
spectrograph wer~ reverted with respect to thc lilles 
and a recording of the diITerence of the sensitizcd 
D2 ,,-light and D2 n-light, Ja -I•. was taken while the 
laser seanned thc absorption profile. Such a signal 
was not found with 1 Torr neon as a buffer gas. Then 
the linear polarizer whieh during this run was situated 
in front of the entrance slit of the speclrograph. was 
removed and placed between eell and circular polarizer. 

~l 
lJ 

v/c (mKl 
~0.Q2 

-0.04 

-0.06 

-0.08 

Fig.4, The recorded signal J, (upper part) .nd J, -J. (lower part of 
the drawing). Tbe sensil;"ity diffe ... hy a factor of 50 between hoth 
parts. The xenon pressure was 1 Torr, the lemperature of the ceU 
IJO·C 

This enabled us to measure the a-componem. I•. of 
the D2·light alone. Two recordings taken in that 
manner are shown in Fig.4. From these recordings we 
dedueed thc maximum alignment to be 1.6 ~Io for a 
xenon pressure of 1.0 Torr. 
In doing so the relation 

(I. - 1.)90'
AI (18)

(I. +:!I.)90' 

whieh has been proved for example in Ref. I I. was 
used. 

Although thc magnitude of the measured alignment 

meets the prediction of Section 11, we do not under

stand so me other details of thc recording c.g. 

i) Why is the signal I. -I. dissimilar to the predicted 

shape in Fig. I in partieular, why is there no trace of 

an inversion') 

ji) Why does the signal la not show any trace of a 

hyperfine struclure? Moreovcr, why is the half-width 

mueh lower than the hyperfine splitling of the ground 

statc 35 lS1 2' 59mK. and even lower than the Doppler 

half·width. 50 mK? 

iii) Why is the half-width of In -1. redueed to about 

three quarters of the half~width of 1:1 


These problems are cJarified by considering the 

inlluence of optical pumping 011 the cxcitation process. 


IV. Oplkal PUll1ping and Laser Excilalion 

As cmphasized by othcr authors. cf. Ref. 12. üptical 
pumping exerts an important influcnce on thc laser 
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excitation proeess, But to our knowledge this infiuence 
was exclusivelv studied at low atomic densitics, In our 
case a dense foreign gas is present so that adefinite 
atom whieh initially fulfills the resonance condition. 
artcr one absorption-emission process would have no 
chance to go through another one, Instead, when back 
to the ground state it instantaneously would suffer a 
collision whieh would change its velocity veClor and. 
accordingly. destroy the resonance condi!ion, The 
place in the velocity distribution (he former atom has 
left would be taken by another atom whieh is scattered 
into the resonant state of motion. Again it would go 
through an absorption-emission process and. by 
renewed scattering, leave its place to a third one, At 
these conditions hole-burning does not occur. Accord
ingly all the atoms in the velocity distribution through 
strong collisional coupling of all the states of motion, 
have an equal chance of absorption. The rate at 
which thcy are excited. is proportioll3l to the number 
of atoms per velocity interval at the resonant velocity 
component l'= according to Eq. (l). Hence it conforms 
to a Doppler distribution, In the sodium ground state 
there are two hyperfine sublevels: F= land F= 2. 
Neglecting for the moment the splitting of the excited 
slate, there are two Doppler distributions cent red at 
1'1 and 1'2 for the atoms in state F= 1 und F= 2. Tuning 
for instance the laser to "2 it is dear that by far more 
atoms are excited from state F = 2 than from state F= L 
After dccay a much larger number of atoms has 
changed from state F= 2 to state F= I than in the 
counter direction, Aecordingly, the state F = 2 is 
depleted and the state F =1 is replenished. The re
distributing proccss ends when a new equilibrium is 
reached such lhat the rales of atoms which change 
their state in bOlh ways during an absorption-emission 
cycle bccome equal. The net absorption rate by this 
redistributing process is very much reduced. One easily 
imagines that the distributions of F = I atoms and 
F =2 atoms are least disturbed when the laser is tuned 

E(\'; 1',,1'2' .51'J))=-

to some frequency between 1'1 and 1'2' We therefore 
expect the excitation curve to have its maximum at 
some place between I', and 1'2' To see that in more 
detail let us write down rate equations. We use ab
breviations n" 11 2 for the F= I. 2-populution numbers 
in the ground state 3 s 1 S, 2 _ N" N, for the excited 

'P, 1 state. respectively. The excited state splitting 
6,3mK is neglected for simplicity. I' denotes the 
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laser frequency, <ll'o the Doppler width, <ll'o equals 
30 mK at our conditions, which corresponds to a 
half-width of 50 mK. Only optical excitation and emis
sion are taken into consideration. I stands for the fiux 
of photons, a for the absorption cross section, r is 
the mean lire of the excited state. Relative optical 
transition probabilities are given numerically. 

(.1'-1'1 '2) I Nj I N2
[lI = [aexp b~) 11 1 +6' ~+-2' -r 

(l9a) 

. ( (1'-1' )2) 5 N I N1l2 =-[aexp - __2 Ih+-_.-'-+--2-(I9b)
bI'o - 6 r 2 r 

( (1'-" )2)1\' =l[aexp - --' 11, 
, • bvo 

( ( 
1'-1' )2) N+;.Jaexp - __2 "2--'- (19c) 

- OI'D r 

1'-1'1 )2)N =~ [aexp - -- 1/,( (
2 • .51'D 

1'-"2)2) N2 exp (- (-,- "2--' (19d)
010 ' r 

When slowly scanning the absorption profile we can 
confine ourselves to discussing the stationary solution 
of these equations, We lind them to be 

!:!. (1'-1'2J"-(\,- \',)2) 
11 2 01'5 

=~exp (2(1'2-1-,)(1'- 1'1 ~1'2) / "vb). (20) 

This and the constraint 

"1'" "2 =const 

which is justilied so long as 11,.11 2 P NI' N1 • allows onc 
to calculate the excitation rate: 

(21 ) 

After putting the origin of the frequency scale to the 
mean frcquency of the hyperfine structure. Le. intro
ducing the variable 

1',+1'2
'\:=1'- -2- (22) 

and. as a parameter. 

hfs=I'1- 1'2 (23) 

.11. 
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Fig,5. Excitation curves. The case of CUr\'e a: Strong optical 
pumping helween bOIh hyperfine sublevcls of ,he ground sla'e, 
Elx; hfs. MD) a<cording 10 f.q. (24) Is displayed, CurV< b: Oplical 
pumping is InefTeclive, Eo(x: hfs. brDl according 10 Eq. (25) is dis
played. The cunes .re equally valid for D, .nd D, light pumpillg 

Eq. (21) is transformed after ShOTt calculation into 

exp ( -b~1)
E(:.:; hfs . .5\'0) (24)4 (hfS . X) ,. (hfS. X) . 

~ cosh b I'~ - + 5 smh .5l'b 

In Fig.5 the function E(x; hfs • .5I'D) is displayed along 
with the excitation curve whieh we would expect if 
optical pumping were ineffective: Eo(x; hfs, .51'0): 

Eo(x; hfs, .51'0) 

x---- x+-hfS)2)'hfSJ2) (( 
exp ( - ( - .51': +i exp __(j1'J)2- . (25) 

The striking reduction of the half-width from the 

Doppler value 50 mK to 33 mK (ca1culated) becomes 

apparent. 

To render possible a comparison with experiment 

excitation curves were taken under different conditions, 

We successively used cclls with and without buffer 

gas and at one instancc we refiected the laser beam 

back in itself. The curves obtained for D ,-excitation 

are shown in Fig, 6. The laser power was 5 mW which 

was too low to provide conditions of saturation 

spectroscopy but. without buffer gas and with the 

beam retlected. we observed pumping holes and 

spikes in the excitation curve [12). The two holes 

marked the transltion frcqucncies 1'1 und 1'2 in a 

welcome manner and thus rendered possible frequency 

calibration. 


~ J 

beom reflected 

no foreign gos ~, 

no foreign gas 

~ 

•lii572 

Fig.6. A few recurded excitation curves, Drlig.hi was likewise used 
for excitation and dClected, The ßuorescence from the psfiHed ceH 
was then times more intense (han from the cell wiihout foreign gas 

The spike. in turn. results from atoms which are in 
such astate of motion that they are at resonance with 
the original laser beam when in lhe F = I-state and 
with the refiected laser beam when in the F = 2-state. 
For these atoms pumping is inhibited and, accordingly. 
the absorption ra te is much enhanced, Thc spike 
marks the mean transition frequcncy and thus the 
origin of the x·scale, The scales of the three excitation 
curves were comparable owing to the fringes of the 
FP-interferometer in the branched-off beam (not 
shown). The reduction in width of the excitation curve 
to 33 mK is demonstrated as weil as the slight shift 
(3 mK) towards the F= 2-transition frcquency, 
There is one linal point left to explanation. 1t concerns 
the shape of the alignment signaL \Ve understand no\\' 
that in its production two processes interfere; namely 

pumping and velocity selcclion. The infiuencc 
oplical pumping is given by Eq, (24), the one of 

velocity selection by Eq, (14). In particular, at a given 
laser frequency, we have to multiply the rate of atoms 
which is excited from state F = I, with lhe projection 
multiplier Eq. (14) centred at the frequency 1'1 and 
to add the rate of atoms cxcitcd from state F= 2 
multiplied with the projection multiplier centred at 
\'2' As is easily vcrified from Eq, (20), the ratio of the 
excitation rates from F= land F= 2 is a constant 
(3: 5). independent of the laser frequency. and the sum 
of both is given by Eq, (21). Accordingly. any of the 
rates is proportional 10 Eq, (211. The signal fUllc!iol1 
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-to o 1.0 x 
hfsl2 

Fig. 7. The signal f,- f, as predic'ed from 'he ,heory which 'akes 
jnto account bOlh \'e1ocity selection and optical pumping effects 
(Eq.(26» 

which we will call AI(\'; I'J, 1'2' .5I'D), is therefore 

AI(,,; 1',. 1'2,.5"D) 

[
3 ( 3 mc

2 

=E(I'; "" 1'2,.5I'D) 8 -2 

(

111C2 

. exp 2kT . ( me" ("-1'1)2) 1) El --- -- --
2kT 1', 2 

(
mc

2 ("-\'2)2) . . exp -- --- E, 
2kT \'2 

111C

2 

("~2\'2n -~)l 
(26) 

It is displayed in Fig. 7. There is hardly any similarity 
left to Fig. 2. The inverted shape of the latter curve h:Js 
disappeared. On the other hand, the similarity with 
the experimental curve I. -I. in Fig.4 is striking. 
Also the reduced half·width of the experimental curve 
(27 mK) is fully confirmed. 
Our improved understanding of the alignment 
signal implies that the maximum does 1101 coincide 
with the maximum of the projection multiplier 
«(3/2)cos2 3-1/2)k' It rather coincides with a fre
quency, call it ".", for which 1', 1'" "" \'", - \'2 "" O"D' 
For 1'= "",. the projection multiplier Eq. (14) is already 
inverted. Its value is +0.4 instead of -0.5 at the 
centre frequency. This and the fact that the signal 
I. -I. is negative leads to the conclusion that the 
scattering distribution of all the atoms which during 
scattering have made a transition from 2 ~ 2 to 2' 
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is not peaked into the forward direction. Isotropic 
scattering. however. would qualitatively fit into the 
finding. Indeed, the forward peak in scattering dis
tributions is due to shape elastic scattering. It results 
from diffraction at the edge of the scattering obstacle. 
Hence it is not expected in inelastic scattering distribu
tions like the onc in question. 

V. Conclusions 

A prediction has been made that in collisions of 
excited sodium atoms which pertain to a spatially 
ordered velocity distribution, with heavy noble-gas 
atoms alignments may arise. The prediction was 
proved experimentally by preparing such a velocity 
distribution by laser excitation of the 3 p 2 ~ 2-state. 
Sensitized Drlight was detected. It was found to be 
linearly polarized which confirmed the prediction. The 
sign of the polarization indicated that the scaltering 
distribution for sensitizing collisions is of the wide 
angle type. 
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